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Brieflets
If you want to see a shining
example 4.4 married life take a
look at the seat of the averag
o
Fulton man's trousers.

----Keen interest is being dis- PIGU
E BOYS IN
VtP
,
played by the lifficers and diThe biggest temptation OH
1-e
ANNUAL MEET
reettirs of the Fulton County
spring evenings is to toss the
Fair Association to make the Spend
seed
catalogue into the waste
Three Days With Father
Itt30 meet the best fair in its
,
basket and reach for a road
at Old Home Near Murray
history. Presidt•nt Gordon has
map.
-aonounced August 26 to 30,
The
this year's fair dates, five big rangin string of automobile:
The Fulton girl who seeks
g
tktys, each a feature within it- FOIAS fr0111 l'ilOTP-AITOW .-:
a model husband should alwhich
passed
throug
h
St.If.
ways t•emember there are two
Fulton last Friday was not a
Dairy Show
kinds - a working
funeral nor a booster parade.
model and
Probably one of the out- It
a si•••1 11001Id.
was inicely Those Pigut•
standing exhibitions this year Boys,
sons of the Rev. It. II.
will be the dairy :how. This
Anotlau• safe bet is that the
Pigue. on the back-track to
4tCIT STAMPS,
.
department is under the super1,4•I ter she is at petting in
•
their homes in the various parts
vision III' 1111.11 svho are working of
NATION,INPIVIsit3LE,
rumble seat, the less account
the
vigorously to treat an intere-4 tendin United States, after atshe will be at cooking in the
g
their
annua
l fantily
in the breeding of high class reunio
kitchen.
n at the farm home of
Juslice. foR
cattle in Fulton and adjoining their
father
,
near Murray.
7
•••-.7—f—
counties. County Agent Brown
We've noticed that a womThirty-six Pigues atm! near
I
is also doing his utmost to
an always seeks a bargain exPigoes %vela, it attendance at
,
awaken a live interest among the
1r
"\
cept Moot she is hunting for
annual lose feast, many of
our people to the adsantage of them
a hushand.
being uncles and aunts
developing the dairy industry and cousin
s from Fulton. Wat••••-•
along with other line ot agt•i- er
Personally we don't care if
Valley. Paducah and other
culture. II Is tool; is already Kentu
F•iilton women do go back to
cky tosvos who always
showing results. Several pure- join the
Wearing long skirts
so long as
bred sires have been brought one day.Pigue boys for at least
01011 don't go back
to wearing
into the county. The local
hoofwhiske
rs.
Since the last tail light had
hanks are git ing financial aid disapp
eared from the I929 reto the work and also (memo.- union, Revere
1.!
It's
funny how a girl will
nd Pigue had
(Copyist). W. N. U.)
;ming 4-11 club endeavors. been
dress up to look like a million
preparing for this y..a;••s
Dairy herds are being aug- event.
dollar
s and eventually lead
lie had an unlimited
mented with larger numbers of su
something that looks like '30c
of chickens. country C
purebred registt•t•ed stock. So ham,
to the altar.
REPORT OF THE PALESTINply
and
taking it all in all, the cattle available all the good things
CHILD HEALTH CONexhibition this year at the Ful- and those for the inner man
With the average family rt.CONFERENCE
who stopped at the
loll County Far
fusing to make any distinction
iromi
ses to be Advertistir office for
p
their
an
te
h best ever shown in Wes,mud greeting were sure they
•
O n Fiatay after noon it Cliikl between luxuries and neeessita .1 Kentucky.
tios we had just as well start
would save on grocery bills for
O
t
ncr
WaS C011e
e
Poultry Show
- ducted at Palestine by 1)1.. building additions to the poorweeks to come.
4
Another feature of the Fill,
Margaret Pirsch of the Mother houses.
Of the eight sons of the popton County Fair is the poultiy! ular minister, all but
:did
Child Health Demonstraone were
Frankf
ort, Ky.„June 11—Con- REVIVAL MEErfING Al
The trood old ditvs
show. Under the supervision! present: W.
iton assisted by Florence !tausin FulW., of Pittsburgh apiacts for surface !Amin
BAPTI
xif
ST
1'44
— (:
CHURCH v.•aid and Miss Lula B. Mc- ton were those when switches
- AA-4.1?-40.1.14%14744iis--4410eifie• F W .:--4-SC bo'airs
_
.
.
M.
.
•
ift.._
••
driiile
-Ta
t
Wifai
rotrui
in tGntucky, anti • ---"nted children in.ttead ut
otent of the fair has outgrown Nashville: Bob of Memph
1flaih,•Ptiblie Helefilit Nurse
is; It.
• . .
The meeting now In nrio-tresi Calhoun. Ky. The follow ofnxetricite.
•
„itself. Last year more than 700
..
Jr., of Nashville; Paul W., 4 c. .1 . i
ing
at
the
First
Baptist church is chihn e n were i n attendance: .
lords WCF0 exhibited and this of New 1 (irk City, and S. W„
miles, involving a total expendi. ng in
• Interes
•
if
,. grossi
Hie scientist
t with each
shoe, tvili probably stir- Alurfreeshoro, with
ifillnerous tin*" of $2.826.617.54 wore award service. Dr. Chesterfield Turn- Glenn and Eugene Bard. Ruth a teltilaa•ature who is seeking
of 450 degrees
Browder. Bonnie Ruth. Thonla,
that number.
wives and children. Marvin, ed today by the state highway or,
of
Frankfort, is a powerful and Alavgaret t'onnel
ili,1,.%‘ i.ero might try stepping
i acing and Trotting Races
of New Orleans did not attend. Commission. Subject to obtain
l.
Morris
ing preacher itnd his mess:loges are and Mildred
„ into it b:dik and asking for
o:ual, tho daily racing Among those attending;
Lacey, Haroto
a
4matt
of s500 without security.
program during the fair still be Fulton were Hugh and from rights-of-way. the commissional- clean cut, direct from the In- and Ms
owitt. Austin „
LI.
Herds So awarded contracts for the eon---a pleasing feature. Some of tlei Pigue a id their families.
aild deli`°"(1 with " c""1- Strand.
RelEs ory ti1110 some Fulton mea
fastest pacers and trotter , will atives from distant points were strtietion of two concrete bridges pelting interest to awaken the
minds of his hearers to a fall
hike to do a little spading in
lie here and :ill who enjoy se-- Mrs. Dora Thompson, Allie to cost iipproximately :s.•54,000.
"COURTESY WEEK"
the garden limy Carry on as
tug a gmod race on one or the Thompson and family and Mrs. Surfacti laving provided for in realivation of theft :pirittill
condition. limo' k • nothit;g
though some
lo•st half-mile clay tracks in the ha Ringo of Dti Funia the contracts consisted of
it
seems
"„...r., I„ hat,sev- then; to dig olle had asked
k
up- sensational about Dr •I'llrIll•CS
another Pi.tinima.
state tilli not be disappointed. Springs. Ha., and Prof. Guy proximately
71 miles of concrete. preatching• and those. who at - (Till Ili'\\ "Wl.UkS" this yt•ar,
Floral Hall
Burns, of Owensboro. Ky.
63 miles of traffic bound maca- tend the meeting with that end and already the City Id CleYePreparations are already unFor almost half a century
II (hilt ,
‘
l nittsh st‘kititi•lattal
whAeagt..„:o
ldrpsis•tua.y;"
00riediducbge the
10
der \\.:0 t
Rev. R. 11. Pig•tie has served dam, and It miles of rock asphalt id vit'w will ire
• ittite
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floral hall attractise and in- the Memphis Ctuderence of The t•onert•te laving is to he ap•
3'..t)(1 ay" sveking
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wont the sunshine '
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.(
‘`'INI'N.•% si;
.` s fit to call "Court- congress to pass a law making
t. vesting. Some new featurt.s the Southern Methodist church plied to roads in Ballard, Carlisle brieissing
h
Like many of it illegal to cut holes in
„ii;iittiv ,„
n ill be all,hal to tilt
and at various times has been Daviess. Fu lton. Hancoc k. me. "
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.
ent,
k
t
.I1
has some merit. In nuts.
your apart voti tn•it get it
lit thiS
this year located in 01. near Fulton. It Crackett, Pulaski anti Union
by
th,
,
lavt.
th., one N so good that
ltd
that g•11 be realty. it
h synth.. ss as in Fulton and in Clinton counties. Bock asphalt paving is
is \\
t understand why every
Rerkr..11i': II.•
One thing that is
In !act, 'less featut•es will b., that the °liter of his eight suns to be dont.
n should not adopt it, with this country the tivitt.1
in
Barrett
pleasi
Brecki
.
ng
n.
leanly,
a
.
of
the
meetadded to all depat•tments and learned the rudiments of the
is that to—
, Colton included. and obserse often the
car parked in frotac
the agricultural displays aml newspaper business, and they ri•Ige, Hart. Logan. Meade and ing. All are invited to take
part
if
in
Warre
the
singin
n
countie
g and as 1110St .(1"11"g.ti"."tirk.'"."1. iliSte"(1
s. Th.. grade:10d
the displays of fartn int ple- in turn taught the younger
th". "Me iS \V"1111
Int".
thall tilt' 11001S0 itself.
Illt'fitS
‘V011 his allt011101)110S ones.
Today six of the eight drain sv„rk is t„ be done in Hick- (if tilw, sflugs
"l•ourt
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uv\Veek
.lut
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eryom,
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a
join
vily
\ye".
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t•I:
can
in.
N• Ill SI140\
actively engaged in the man and Perry counties.
111111110:0- are
es itre held daily
game, the other two, Marvin
. ••tt 10 twhu
111C111 OS cc IliSplaYS Of 1929.
Among the road projects on a, Servic
s 1“--'d
.. Ii," ('‘`.1.YhilidY is "
ni. and S P i in. Y011 are
cur- 1 ,ii \ „1st.. The .n„t ,„.ist ,i,„„,
• and Whitten, having -reform- which contracts wert•
awarde
d
Amustments
dially• ins actl to attend.
ed." The Reverend Pigue has today, with
don it t,, let a pe•It••tEian
the sueeessful bidA number of free attt•actions thousands of
friends in Ken- ders and the IN
i‘
kt t;4.!ti.,
..ikitilo ro f iiti ikiingootia gii„i•tr.t • \J field Man
ft.:akin. 111•• entertainment tucks. and
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of
work,
are
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Tennessee who conpcogi am this year.
the
followi
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gratulate hint on his great joy
tun
For
Congress From
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A big c.tritisal will covet the on being
NIVERSARY
NICCrackeli county. Paducah SALE
ground, St 01 tim ir twiny around able to have his boys
tics You or shl's
Yolir too'
District.
STARTS TODAY
at Mayfield road. 6.43'' miles, Fostilt' fam ily board
is
expected to ship loll_ unotiOi
..ittracti..lis.
least once each year.
ter & Creighton Co., Nashville,
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A
i ..
, inThe big night show will be
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and
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Over Night c..... ke, w • ki r
are supposed to addre -is ilr•• of
tie Id, was u nan i nut.ustend the Fulton County Fair
ic • a l'. grade and drain starts today . Don't fail to
Held Unlawful in Kentheir elders as boys lintl girl: It chosen to be the
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Carlisl
e
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Republican
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,
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at
this
time. Remem- mentary things about
ling for the ballots to be locked
Carlisic-Ballard counties. Bard- her, too.
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tor tulteretilosis It a'. been start- working day, was
telY free. a hand- the rear fence.
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......
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get
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.
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,
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r
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,
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t
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m
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_
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it will take about fist, or six IJOX0S, 011 the ground that tily -" ''
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•
pots 1 ilinitwas cross bats with of our
months to et/1111164e the Work. acted prior to 90 days after the tun
own right hero :it honte.
! killed are not around my
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•
'`ash
ilk
s
Tendc)"1' the Fulton Boosters. Both There
c„,int ies that are not certified 1930 general assemb
,
.
•,,
place.
is no law against it.
RAT-SNAP sure does
ly passed cret''•
teams are in fine tom and the
the trick.'' Three sizes, 35c,
as being free of bovine tuber. the bill.
game promises to be fast from
etilosis art. not allowed to ship
-by
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start to finish. A new grand -not
send The Advertiser to
cattle is about first having them
- ot to propose to a girl in flow- teed
a RUA,
' the athertisellieuts in stand has been built
for your ery language. You might get
tested.
friend one year--uniy $1.00. this paper.
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i
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THE FULTON ADVERTISER

Fulton Advertiser

riling Your
Money-

Sqfegati

The best protection for
your pocket book is the
service of a good bank.
Money deposited with us is safe.
More than that it is ACTIVE. It is
useful. A surplus account is building
prosperity for your community as
well as making money for you.
To make your money as USABLE
to you as if it were right in your
own home yet as SAFE
as if it were in the United
States Treasury — that
Is our function, our ambition.
Come in and find out
how easily you can get
this service.
Make Th1.0. Bank pour 'Best Stir-Van!
Open an Account wieh V.r Today----)VOW I

The Farmers Ban
FULTON. KY.

WE SELL

The Best (irades
of.

COAL
reasonable prices.
Our prompt delivery is a pleasing
feature of our service. Let us have
your order.
at

TIME TO WAKE UP
----R. S. WILLIAMS
We read that in a neighbor
Editor and Publisher
ing state a short time ago a
Published Weekly at 446 Lake St. young man invited his mother
for an auto ride and a littl••
Subscription $1.00 per year
later suffered an accident in
‘N hi( h she e% as badly injured.
Entered as second class matter Der attorney
promptly sued
Nov. 25, 1924, at the Port Office at the son for damages and the
Fulton, Kentacky, under the Act of insurance company in
which
March 2, 1979
he had a policy covering per
mortal injury to others had to
Watch or .% gi t tors
settle. Of course, it was a
frameup, yet it was legitimate
In the hope of forestalling pro- in the eyes of the law. It does
paganda now being scattered by not make any difference who
you invite into your car, or to
Russian Communists in the larg- whom
you extend the hospitaler cities of the 17. S., literature, ity of a ride—you are running
is being mailed to newspapers in the risk of a damage suit in
the smaller towns of the country case they are injured. The
warning them to be on their same thing applies to extendguard. In brief. tile warning is ing rides to hiteh-hikers along
lowliest hoto the effect that residents of our the highways. The
bo has a legal claim for damtowns,
is
where there
smaller
ages ,against you if he should
little foreign-born population, be hurt while riding with you,
.ire soon to hear a good deal more and there are lawyers in every
community ready to take such
the Communist argument.
We do not believe the doctrines. a case and split the judgment
Communism which is just with their client. Isn't it about
motorists
,iother name for anarchy will I time to Wake u p' you
around Fulton, and ask yourcer gain a foothold in Futton. self if it pays tt, give the unyet it is just as well that we known hitch-hiker a ride?
on our guard. ready to digd
...urage. by turning a deaf ear on WHO SPENDS THE MONEY?
the first man or woman who
According to the census, one
comes along preaching class hatthe women of the I'.
red. These. agitators shout fifth of
S., are gainfully
against the. "capital class" when I
paid forthe
a
there is no such class in this coun: work they do. One-fifth of the
try. They call anybody who women employed in industry
works and saves and accumulates' are married. Something like
a capitalist. What they really' 40 per cent of the wealth of th,•
stand for and what they are, country is owned, in title at
really preaching is: "Down with least, by women. Stores are
largely planned for women.
Boy Scouts: down with churches: ! and women do more than 50
down with morality: down with i per cent of the buying. Our
the home anti right to vote your i newspapers and magazines are
sentiments." That, in a nutshell, written to a great extent for
exaet tN w hat communism women readers, and our autos
stands for, and you have an ex-1 are designed to please their
ample of its effect in Russia to- eyes and provide them with the
comforts they insist upon. With
day.
' that in view we can't underWe do not believe the small stand why the retail merchant
towns of the country will stand . who Wants to make money
for the preaching of such a doe- ' doesn't "get wise" to the need
trine. Maybe the big cities can't for catering to the women by
help themselves, and have to tot- telling them through the home
crate a certain amount of Butt town paper—which she always
reads—just what bargains are
'yreachinire—gut the stualt- 4-%vtoneing ofiered.
If you thin IN
doe„ai't have to and we believer' ere isn't more profit in cattily Communist gang is due to ering to the trade of the fair.
tind that out in a hurry.
sex you can find out by usitw
the advertising columns of thi •
newspaper.
Auto Guarantees

II
We are
Ancatfler
et

Federa2
Reserve
System
Under
Government
Control

We Invite
Your Business
When the legislators at Washington ',A -se d the
Federal Reserve Bank Act, they made the ‘visest

financial law this or any other nation ever had.
This law has given Stability to business; it has
given greater security to depositors in the Federal
Reserve System banks of which we are 71 member.
We invite YOUR Banking Business.
Start Saving Regularly NOW.

CITY NATIONAL BANK
"That Strong Bank
FULTON, KY.
••11.

ON11/110,, 0/10131,1714.704We

U RE

---Aneouncement by the manu-:
AMONG THE COUNTY
facturers of one of the country's
AGENTS
leading motor cars that henceThe campaign against grov
forth every car leaving its factor y will be guaranteed for one' ing more tobacco is said t,,
i
in Ilarriyear ought to be of interest to have been effective
n county, where farmers are
everyone around Fulton who i
sa rtenpg
laenning any increase in
owns a machine. No matter
whether it is of that ',articular
The sixth annual Boyle
make or not, it should interest County Fall Festival will be
ont In
Olcitnt:ilgne•rin6e-:t.,ittintellieerilotyhlie.
vita lawause it ineans that ere .held
liwgiiraetically every other manufacturer will by lyrced to do the County Farm Bureau and the
Danville Chamber of Comatnt• thing. And with a gllarallm eiticaex. n
lee coVel'ilig
entire year in• g secured 120 acres of
a .•
.
.
•
A ead
uo days, as cars have tomatoes. the Preston cannery
long !teen sold. it eight to be the in Bath county will
•'
- •i
,
%.,1
'7
- • -.'operate
means of saving motorists many this year after being idle for
dollars that were hetetofore paid two years.
The
Lexington
Kiwanis
tilt for repairs :titer the 90 day
Club will
guarantee was up and before Oa.
Pmvide
tuti
silv
"
. cups for outstanding Fayette
car was a year old.
county. 4-11 club boys and girls.
It must also mean that they and a member of the Kiwanis
are going to make them better. Club will send three juniors to
and that is also of interest.
it a 4-11 club camp.
A study of landscape. garden
we doubt if they ‘k ill he able to
niake thein any' sat'er. Th, fact ing has resulted in the renew,
tel of
from t ii
if t he bliSi heSS iS that no piece
If.117e.re ifnids
tomes of mem
of machinery being assembled to- bers
tnhZ Jefferson County
day is safer than the auto It's Homemakers' Club,
Business men know the aJthe way it is used that makes it
Caldwell county feeders re
vantages of a savings account
dangero is. Take any 1110 acci. porstnirert(Tipt1•1c)%t‘s
tf.at
atitrloprnerifi(i.t. „
fat
dents in which an auto figures in,
with a good reliable institution
and you'll find that in at least 9s anti an unfavorable spring for
like this one.
of them was the fault of the Pastur".
Plans have been made to orThey know that systematic
driver and ran due to the defec• ganize
a daMv herd improvetive wtirking of the car itself.
saving promotes prosperity. And
ment associatcon among farmAuto
makers
can
turn
out a ere in Boyd. Carter and Law they know that money deposited
perfect car. Ian they. can't netke
counties.
in this bank has sound protection.
perfect drivers. Neither can
The department of f.trm •
they make their product fool- nomics of the Colle
If you haven't opened an act of Agril(tproof. If a driver is careless. ac- culture is making gi; matug
s
.7
count
it
with
now,
yet,
do
us
t
cidents
will
happen.
no
matter
if
ment
survey
of 123 farms in
NIk
before you forget.
he is daving the best car in the •southern Todd county.
world. Anti it's a good thing to
Oak Island •i imunit •, in
4-4 $ I 4 $ $ $ $
keep this in mind now that we Kenton County.(glinve a 3plae
are starting on what will doubt- entitled. "The Old
Horne.
less be the greatest year of auto Place," in order t0 raise
'• money
— travel in our history. Your auto to finance an agricultural fair
•
•
and ehautatiqua.
is only as you are careful.
"House Cleaning Made EasIt appears to be working in ter" was the subject of a series
R. H. Wade. President
Geo. T. Beadles, Cashier
other lines, so why not try tax- of meetings of homemakers'
Beadles, Vice President
Paul T. Boas, Ass't Cashier ing the bootleggers to death? 'clubs in Hickman county.

Phone 51
City Coal Co.

., n,,tiss
.
B

Fulton, Ky.

Gieat Oaks from Little Acorns Grow

First, National Bank

XTIST ACTION
WHEN YOU FEED

our Chickens
Browder's Chick Grain and Starter.
Browder's Growing Mash.
Biddie's Choice Mash (for hens)

Your Cows
Lucky Strike 24 per cent.
Progressive Dairy 20 per cent
Sweet Sixteen 16 per cent.
Special Dairy 16 per cent.
IOW Flogs
Economy I log Feed.
The Result Will Be Pleasing.
\lade anti I listributed by.

BROWDER MILLING CO.
1.1111 Hi. K v,

FikEfecivigisveire
:.,7:141,.RANA
S-SSJerfiri
I elephone 794
For Job Printing
isn
i illavisinTu

_ffizir
arzweinganfigman
slaipA,

4,444.44
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Electric Service
On the Farm
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and durshility, offering the maximum
in home di-eon:Jon and tatitection %Mina weather
and wear.
Stop in and see about home planting. SP* Issve
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stiltst lIst-Is I, the architeetural

intelli.gent remodeling of
boast, may raise the standard
I no entire nei,gliberiimer It &l)e.
a

i Point/W.: 1.111 list the Ittlittrence
, is'. -'ItAnti 11111ortilillIble rental
of either home iir business property
Is often dependent upon the adtrut.urrylptille
11,41majtLt
the feature% of the building item
------Benefit of Home Owning
The now home Is led unlike the firs:
lq it small lists, Th,'
11 5.1,11 1. 111111,;1111y 14 the one dollar vs
▪
bie10.1 by 5111111' thoughtful mirk
or father with the thought that II
shisswalls
%%mild probably crash mi
W [thin a rew dios. Ent the mentil ii
tertit illat watch upen the 1,3 is list:
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Disappointed Thrice
o you have been three times .11, ,
nted In lover
Vit-elges &is suotheek
e second died on our wedding day,'
Slid the third I morried."--ltuen lite;
tuor, Madrid.
His Crime
IVelfare Worker Atol what are yoll
here for, toy man':
PrIsoner—Flattery, ma'am. l'auglit
Imitating another niau's signatuie uu
It cheque.

LOOK FOR THE SUNFUSE BAG

f

Amco Feed Store
A. C. Butt,,\
State Line Street, near S - ;ii
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Can Helip You
Make Money
The right kit d of printed forms will help your business'
prosper by saving your time and keeping your records
in proper shape.
Our service as printers is not limited to taking your
order and putting some ink on paper according to
your directions.
We are able to make suggestions for business printing
that may save considerable money for you. Our plant ti
completely equipped and we carry a stock of
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Show City's Stability
own
resident
it reliable Index to a ci'y's

Tli.• Itilicher 1.1

Seaurr-Mag

1 bility.

named
Anne

Lien

and

a

girl

Ft - uroN EVERY ertrEsDAY.
DETaorr EvERY FRIDAY.
$10.00 Each Way.

At Fulton Phone ti. L. Hardy, 256 at 200 College

Should S ed, so it was metaled,
would be Benny -fitted
And she'd be Anne-mated.

Street.

'Cause he

Changed -With Age
Fussy lady (who has been a long
time In selecting her purchose) But I don't think this Is lamb. It
looks to use like mutton.
Exasperated butcher—It was latat
5511011 I limit showed it to you. inn

'I

Believed in Hereafter
Bob--Do you belleie in the hertk
after/
Itob--Well, how shout • little neck.
tug? That's what I'm here after.
Reason for Pardon
"Yes," said the buniptious 7,111114
matt, "I'm a theught reader. t cite
tell exactly what a person Is thine,
Ind."
"In that rarle." said the elderly 1111/511,
"I beg your pardon."

At Detroit Phone Whittier 5482 or come to 6416
Helen Street, Apartment 8,
H. I.. 11 :RDY.
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Patronize the advertisers in this paper.
They are your friends and will give you
It Passeth Understanding
the best values and service.
"You
going to marry a wom-

Part of It
bluld--The new Inter /OTITIS to he
having trouble gelling obedience flow
the young mks.
Chauffeur—Of course!
Isn't he
working hard to make her mind!

say are
an with IM10 a year income, and
me It Is•love wale*
persuade
try to
"It Is—I love ruooey."--Qutiense.
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Boarder—Mrs. Stewdpruite, L fol tol
a mouse in the milk this morning.
Sirs. stewdprune- till, the peer
thing! Was it dead?

;OSP, 11•StilleA
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should be carefully
guarded.
Hundreds of the most
successful hatcherymen
feed and recommend
Wayne All Mash Starter
--because it insures well
feathered chicks and quick
uniform growth at a low
net cost.

KINDLY FEELING

• lit lstl,i'
eh is. IllaithrS.

Every good chick k

an investment which
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Natural Blunder
"blow did the Smith v,•eiiiiIng gu
off?"
"Fine until that parson asked tho
bride If
obey her husband."
"What llapiwned then?"
'She replied: Do YOU thillk 1.10
crazy?' and the groom, who was In 4
sort of daze, replied, 'I do?"

I.
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W11:1 1
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has beeetile somebody.
How noon mere diies home owner
overoge grown•up
ship mean to
boy! lle is somebody in Ills commit
110 moves Int.,
nit3 front the
I!, Ill 1.1014111l
tII'. liolilt.

way is the
Wayne Way

like your es lutnn very wurh
As your poetic lines
Are Just as funny as • crotch—
Like comic valentines.

I

,.•.'s it

Is 1111

sshil
lull

Ile 1,111

NeSUREST7

it.

The rapid growth Ol the city pion
Itich
got
RS Mil
111.1.111..1a,
• It
tI Its,' Itt'giulItils itt the present
dile to the tiosine,s man
:,rol prepert3 owner's realization ot
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C•sloiner—.1 wiint • 11111r if gli,,,,1
for my little dd.
Suleslaily—What kind?
Customer--Khl, gloves. of course

American Arch

Pehli'lle•Iii,Ille

221 Fourth Street, Fulton, Ky.
Efficient Cleaning and Pressing of men and
Women's Garments.
We call for and Delk cr promptly.
F. II. 11 IN \ I \ N, Proprietor.

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
PAINTS AND VARNISHES

KID GLOVES

City Planning
Seen as "Good Business”

Incorporated

3:

Impression your VISICK. 1101TIVio depends
ugon the apilearanor of yotty home. Wl
painted sod tastefully decorated twines ere both •
froarartal and locral asset

Proper

of electricity oniyuur farm.

Dixie Cleaners

ELM

Po-t.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES
COMPANY

4

Your Home
That
largely

Cause of Notes
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ne,er had so many too.
from a girl hi my life.
11111 -You must remember Mot l'Iort
Nettle Iforti Is
dough,. .
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Girl-Motorist Freak
Kidder- I think vie should 'linden I t
Sigh this girl motorist ler our
circus.
so?

most 111/1
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I,et the electric
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mons Lawson and
Mr. and Mrs. Rebel Moody
were the guests of Mr. and children and Clarence Baxter
of Jackson, Tenn., spent one
Mrs. Will Eursey, Sunday.
day last week with
Mr. and Mr:. it. L. Cannon. Nies. hdin c. 1.81% s„n.Mr. and
and Mr. John Harris were the
Albertine Harrison is spendguests of Mr. aid Mrs. E. A. log a few
days nit Ii me. and
Vaughan, Sunday.
Mrs. Willie Jeffress.
M rs. Fit llieks i""
1 wlY
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Stalin's
proving.
and son. Jamie
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Rebel Moody Charlie Stalin , visited
's of Fulton, Sansaturilii); night with Mr. day morning, who is ill of upand Mrs• Bill 1."%verY•
pendicitis.
Miss DruceIla Elliott spent
Mrs. Henry Walke
Friday flig ht with Miss It"selle dren spent Wedne r and chitsday with
Vaughan.
Mrs. Tom StuBins and family.
Several around here went
The Uniiin Ladies' Aid will
fisning Thursday.
meet with Mrs. Coston Sams,
Mrs. Cora XV il iams spent wed neadny
.
Saturday afternoon with Mrs.
Mrs. Clyde Burnett and chilJennie Roper.
dren, Mrs. Anna Sigman and
Mr. Bernard and Silas Can- Jeanet
te Inman spent Friday
non spent Saturday night with with Mrs.
Lucy Burnett and
Mr. Prink .10110S.
daughter, Myrtle.
Miss Mary Nell Vaughan
M ary Townsend and Louise
spent Monday night with Miss Jeffre
ss returned home Sunday
Roselle Vaughan.
after spend
a few days with
Mr. and Mrs. Roe Gilbert friends ainting
relatives of Hick_
were the gue•ts of Mr. and „i„„.
Mrs. Doublin, Saturday.
Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Deward Wilson spent and Mrs. Willie Jeffress
Sunday with Mr. alld
silent Tuesday afternoon with M rs. Irvin mires
,
Mrs. Malley Yates.
Mr. and Mrs. Burnie Stalin's
and children spent Sunday with
'Mr..and Mrs. Tom Stalin's and

Old Bethel News

.1. C. Lawson is spending his
vacation with his grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. John C.
Lawson.
Mrs. Leighman Elliott spent
Friday with Mrs. Lee Roper.
Mr. :Ind Mrs. Leighman Elliott spent Saturday night and
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Rob
Taylor,
Mrs. Lou Brown is reported
on the sick list this week.
Miss CaineIle Bondurant is
reported on the sick list.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Bondurant and children spent Sunday with m a, and alas, Elbert
Bond urant and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Ilarrison and children visited Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Jeffress, Sunday evening-.
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Hunchrch of thousands
of Fri d aires
this is ONE reason why
Other at
witit3Ernes as null,v

times

FriktLa/vs aitt now
- MN othermake
tyl eleciric riferotor

Crops here are needing rain
and some hot sunshiny days.
Thcse cold winds are damagnig them.
Bro. Prince filled his reguPorcelain...111.<feet inside i, I.1,i,ic of every
lar appointment at Old Bethel,
I
who'd cabinet.
Saturday and Sunday.
Nurplus power to keep food safely cold even
Mrs. Annie Cavender, of Okun the Isssuest days.
lahoma. visited in our midst the
past two weeks.
The famous 'Cold Conirol" which makes
Mr. and Mrs. Lucia Bowlen,
possible extra fast freezing of ice and desserts.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Webb visit'nit at the bottom out of the was, leasing she
1
ed Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hadtop flat and usable.
son. Saturday night.
Miss Ruby Roberts spent SatFRIGIDAIRE is
The 11..11 lisd
which keeps •egetables
sold is
Ii?,a
tirday night
backed by
with Carlene
fresh and even revives wilted vegetables.
definite
General
guarantee Moody.
Motor..
And
sttfl
Hireatei
food
l
shelves
that Aiminate stooping.
more
Miss Inia Jean Bruce spent
the fact
important to you
that sear
li,st week with Mr. and Mrs.
as a
Perlllll nently quiet operation ... the resolt of
after year
purchaa, a '
give
Willie Cavender.
recent and outstanding improvement. and
satibfaction—long after Frigidaire continues hi
Mrs. Simons visited her
If
the
refinements.
service
guarantee has
daughter, Sanctity, Mrs. Ora
and withoutshould be re;quired it is
espired. j
Irns• sou. Frigidaire prices are low and the
r
Watts. Mrs. 1Vatts has a very
rendered
emoving the
.....
operating cost is but a few cents :141.1y.
Machine front the instantly I
sick cifild but is some better at
premises.
present.
•
Several from here attended
the singing at Dukedom, SunMrs. Ellen Lynch, Mx*. Flo-day afternoon. Reported fine
nie Powell and son, J. R., Mrs.
singing.
Mr. Johnnie Cavender and Clarence Bard and children.
family, Mr. Jessie Thomas and and Mrs. Cleveland Bard and
family, Mr. Fred Olive and children were Sunday guests of
fornily, Mrs. Annie Cavender, Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Bard.
Several of this community
Mrs. Rachel and Oma Witt.
Mrs. Ada and Ora Iludson and attended the funeral and burMiss Ruby la;limas were Sun- ial of Mrs. Richard McAlister
day guests of Mrs. Jane Cole which was held Monday at M;
Zion.
and family.
l'.atts. Manager.
Mr. W. I.. Hampton was a
a KY'
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Nabors,
G. W. Batts. See'y and Treas.
Mr. and Mrs. Garrett Bailey Sunday guest of Mr. and Mrs.
were Sunday guests of George W. .1. Walker.
Mr. Cleveland Bard spent Ask Your Soldier Boy How
Golden anti family.
Mrs. ',tickle Hendley of De- Sunday in Murray. visiting his "Cooties" Got Such a Hold,
tell you that the battletroit, is visiting her daughter, daughter. Clevia Emmalynn.
Miss Hattie Hampton and fronts .d Karam. were swarmMrs. Lola May Foster.
Mrs. Nannie Williams and Mrs. S. A. Bard anti son. Lay- ing with rats. which carried:
`1, J
daughter. Laverne. called on man. were Sunday guests ;;f the dangermis vtrann a n di
Mrs. Allene Williams. Saturday Mr. and Mrs. Luther Hampton caused our men misery. Don't
let
rats
bring
in
Cayce
diseas
.
e into yours
A ft ernoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Janie'. Dawes home. When you see the first
Mr. Wash Casey was the
4
sanday in wingo.
one,
spent
get
RATSNAP. That will
lucky on..‘ to draw the sack of
finish
them
quick. Three sizes,
Mr. and MTS. Noah Paschall
flour at Finley & Waggoner's,
$1.2a. Sold and guarand family spent Sunday in a5c,
!""7
Saturday. afternoon.
k
.11,-.•
se)4.7
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anteed
by
Mr. and Mrs. Dackery Webb Hazel. Kentucky.
THINK!
Nil.. and Mrs. P. ('.
Kentucky Hardware &
and family anti Miss Cornelia
HAV
E MONEY!
I,
were
Smith
guests
y
II
of
Mr.
and
Implement ('o.
Thacker and Carlene Moody
Cans
spent Friday with Jess Caven- Mrs. Henry Sams.
CITY NATIONAL BANK
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Bard
der and wife.
"That Strong Bank"
A Patson•ro•Person
is ss•-• • ,rs•i. sa.
Mr. Jess and Willie Cavend- of Fulton spent Saturday night
thou you wish to toil, to u
„
and
Sunda
with
y
Mr. and MI's.
er. Mr. Dackery and Glenn
.1111.1Masiminan
distant tele:)hor a. The .04: I... this
,
Relieves a Ileadache or Neuralgia
Webb, Ber»ard Cannon and .1. . Bard.
the some t cli hours, whs•ti...•
m.3 OJ
Mr.
and
Mrs. II. I.. Putman in 30 minutes. checks a Cold the'
others worked at Old Bethel
duy or night. ((to
he ,uVCISUJ Olt
PerS011-LI•PurfOrl CUR,
Friday afternoon, putting a and son, Floyd. Mr. anti Mrs. first day, ;aid checks Malaria in
Charlie Herring and daughter. three days.
fence around the cemetery.
Mr. Jess Coleman and wife Swan, spent Sunday in Colum(IN) also in Liquid.
"Station-to-Station" Calls
and Mrs. Belle McNatt have bus.
returned from a two weeks'
A Station to-Station cell is ore ssher,s y.iu
THOUSANDS OF BABY
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We invite you to come in and inspect this wonderful Electric Refrigerator.
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WINDOW DISPLAYS AT KASNOW'S STORE
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vriteti Is Highly Developed in Our Store

L. KASNOW

Customer satisfaction is our constant aim. This
is the foundation upon which our store has been
built. Efficiency is highly developed in our progressive store. Intelligence is the outstanding
characteristic of our contented employees.
The "Smile of Satisfaction" is a!ways in evidence among our sales force and is directly reflected in the quality of our merchandise. Careful attention to every single detail of our sales
is the important factor in insuring that desirable
"Smile of Satisfaction" from the customer when
the sales are made.
VALUE is paramount in our line. We welcome comparison because it always emphasizes
the superiority of our bargains. We make it
our business to always give just a little bit more
than the customer would reasonably expect.
From the standpoint of SERVICE, from the
standpoint of VALUE. from the standpoint of
genuine all around SATISFACTION, sound
business judgement will tell you that you can
entrust us.
Quality - Service - Lote Prices - Our Motto.

AT L.
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to be Given Away
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Domestic and Sheeting.
"Ll." Unbleached Domestic, yard wide
(Quantity unlimited to customer) 6
"Sea Island" Domestic, 40 inches wide
13c
(Quantity unlimited to customer)
"Delmar" Heavy Unbleached Domestic, yd wide Ql"
(Quantity Unlimited to customer)
16.2%0
"Our Pride" Extra Heavy Unbleached Domestic
1
yd wide. Quantity unlimited to customer. 13c valtie2.‘"
ll#
A
ir-n
TORG!Nt."4
t.:`r R PY!PRoYMI:=
BUILUING GOOD WILL with Kasnow's
store, is the secret of our success.
"Pepperell" Sheeting 9-4 unbleached
"Pepperell" Sheeting 9-4 bleached
"hiqua;ity- Sheeting 9-4 unbleached

•

••••

111••••••1111•11•MIMM.

Every purchase of $2.50 anti up

WE

every customer a beautVul Mat Free

01
1111111Wrsaawate ALMIIMIALIdiedakialW..120111priN,

+Ifni.A_LornlirlirMailaINIC2UMEN1,
6

Prints, yard wide, light and dark
Prints, yard wide, 20c value
Prints ard wide 25c value

11c
16c
Oc

8-ounce Feather-proof Ticking
Heavy Blue Shirting
-

29c
15c

_

36c
40c
30c
.0.1•1•M••.1•11•11011.

fast colors, 16c value
fast colors, 18c value
New patterns. `..?;) to 25c valuv

!,.c!1
•11.1

111••••••••••••••nriuftell•••..111•1111.11=1.1 ANYMISWILIMINEM•••••••1111.

wide, 20. yak:
New pattrs, 2 ic value
1.-)0 to $2.00 values
..........•••••••••••••••••••••Womt •

'St

12c
14c
18c
16:
22c

Reap the Profits of these
Wonde.rit.1 Savings
Ladies Hats, New Fashionable Styles
and colors, 3.00, 4.00 and $5.00 values

••••••••••

Score another powt to our credit
on account of this phenomenal offer.
Our Ladies $2.00 Hose T1
.111
colors and sizes
'V I

9

A
mar

'1.87
Ladies and Children's Rayon Silk
Underwear

48c up.

• %....agmaii

Prices That Tell With CI
ton Their Own Stork

Printed How
Frocks 87(
OUT -OF-THE -ORM

19c

1 Lot Silk Dresses
Lot No. 2 Silk Dresse
Lot No. 3 Silk Dress
Party Dresses $5. 7 to $1

448 Lake Street---

L. K S

Our I .adi,s 1.50, 1.35, $
and $1.19 Hose go at 1•

00
Our Men's $1.00 and
75c Hose go at 49c

....110•111.01111.111b

Turkish Towels in plaids and solid
colors. I .arge size, 25 and 50c value

).?rlialleena's visas .4111r

1111111111111111111111111111MtAtilliall11111011.4
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2.50 and up we will Give Away to
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uti.ful Mat Free as long as they last
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Attractive House Frock
2.00 to $2.50 values
.77

ONE Li
spring and SU111111Cr

C iATS
oi

$0.95

1:411114W11111111111111.1.4.-VOL

.
•••••••••11.6

iat Tell With Convicioir Own Stori,ns.
i I

-THE -ORDiNARY

$2.87
resses
3.87
lk Dressek
4.87
1k Dresse-s,
,ses $5.87 to $3.87
-

Respectfor Public Intelligence considered in evcry aderrtisement.
Men's Panama HATS,Straw Hats and Straw Caps.
You will find in this department a pleasing and tremendous variety of styles at moderate prices.
Search the city with a microscope and you will
find no better values.
Men's and Boys $2.00 Cap go in this s;:ie at
Men's Shirts,"AVENDALE" Broadclotll,
Our regular $2.00 Shirts, just think, go at
79c
Our regular line of $1.00 Ties go at
79c and down
Blue Work Shirts, $1.00 value,
$1.00 pr.
Boys' Long Pants, wool mixed
98c and up
Me s Pants
$2.87
1 L '11en's Pants, up to $5.00 values go at
X
'and Overalls and Jumpers, Our
regular $2.00 Overall
aild Overalls and Jumpers
'tilkitiller'13-1
Our regular $1.50
Overall and Jumpers 94c
Boys Overall 74c and up
87c
Boys Play Suits, $1.00 value
45c and up
Mens and Boys B.V.D. Union Suits

$1.79
1.29

Service and Selection -- Our 11'al 1
Our "Walter Booth" line of Men's
Shoes are out - of - the - Ordinary in
service and style. Prices arranged
as follows: 2.87, 3.87, $4.87.
Boys Oxfords $2.87
Bargains in Childrens Shoes.

tea liouse
.leks 87c
wwwamemoma•••••••••••••=.•

rftivimmiummins

The juries of Satisfied Customers ('iz' a
as to our Values.
Shoes of Service - Shoes of Style - Shoes of
worth at economical prices.
1 Lot Ladies Shoes up to $5.00 values
in Odds and Ends at $1.88
1.adies Shoes in Blonds, patented,pumps,
ties, and straps. Low and high heels in
our facinating Novelty Shoes, values up
$2.98
to $5.00, all sizes at

'rdiLt

More Power to Vnor Dollar!

4-picce .Suits
Suits, $22.00 values $14.75 2 pr Pants
Suits, $27.00 values $19.75 2 pr Pants
Boys Suits from $4.95 up.

101 060
11.
.
rin.11.

(ASNOW

Fulton, KY.
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One's Own Rooftree
Makes for Ambition
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are
mixture
their
doing
Ill. large .4.111 sinew y tis,,Je
don't
happen
carry
your
tit
pretested.
very
hot.
Here
are a couple of chicken
Serves eight.
"But, 1.1uk—" she
part In creating community forests on
—
brands. For, if there are eertaiu dishes with all the fuss and
Fresh and Canned
"Call you see," he grated harshly,
their Idle hinds and on the watersheds
brands of reale e
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for
That
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that
melting
A
good
that
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of their reservoir,, Wise fanners are
way to vary your salads
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et fresh trutte end vegetables
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setting slacker acres to work growing
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Way
selves. As canned foods are her
grainy, "even IT you could care for
down. forming a lining. On
Pear and 'Tomato Salad: Sllee
.11. di,' Mat story happen to valuable nonworking acres.
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bottom of the mold and be- ehilled ripe tomatocu.
sie th a wreck—"
the day they conie out of the can the
spread
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so
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those
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tips
the
of
"Ali, leek." she cried. 'only
asparagus
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Age
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Outdoor
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in each of eight Individual
Life
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Simple Summer Beverages
spoon of the Jelin mixture In each cut elite up.
peering In ilion't woke me open
slile,
Mix one cream
windows, slut parlors, sleeping porches
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Summer is the great season for inold. and !et harden to bold the cheepe
Cat:hing th:.• Crawlers
you!"
with
three
for
door
tlie
tablespoons
and daylight basements. Moues are
et,
refreshing drinks. and new sug- asnarague and olives in place. chill sauce,
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and pile in (be pear
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gestions as to these are always Thrn fill the centers of Me molds cavities. Garnish
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with strips of
"''Ill'
gathered her tenderly Into his hungry
welcome. Here are two which with the cut up contents of one
mode
nice
an old house Is to bring
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11,•,
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•1111 Intel 10%1 PI
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are simple to make, and gond &mince can of ehleken and one- either
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tor both grown•upo and children.
happiness.
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Plain white and tinted shades. Smarter than ever are
the new straws this season that come to give you head
comfort and summer style. Come in and let us
dress you up for summer comfort.

Mass Coloring New
Object of Builders

FULTON. NY

FOR AN EASY SUMMER
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Improved Uniform International

City Shoe Shop
%V

I

SundaySchooll

We have a splendid line of

Lesson

Till t 1

121 Lake Street
Ft

Tn.

loN. lot

All Kinds of Shoe Repair•
lug. 1Vork and Materia!
GUARANTEED.
Your Repair Work
Appreciated.

Lawn Mowers,
Hose and
(iarden Tools

Lesson for June 15
JESUS ON THE CROSS

1,111t,
! tr.
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"I Lill Linds.
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Ice Cream Freezers
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OUR MESSAGE OF SERVICE
There is going to be a lot of activity in th,
building line this year. Architects and c,
tractors, carpenters and masons all, are
ily sharpening up their pencils and thei
tools, and getting set for business. It is ni
the young married folks alone who are goiny
to build homes - who dream dreams of hap
piness in homes of their own --but many oti':
ers who have long, too long, been renting th
roofs over their heads are going to try tin
year to realize their desire to have a home
their own.
Whatever you plan to do by way of
REMODELING
BUILDING
REPAIRING
we want you to feel perfectly tree to come in
awAsonsult our service department without
tstW slightest obligation. -Whether it's a—big
house or a bungalow,a new garage, new roof
or new floor, a sun parlor or a sleeping
porch, an alley fence, or built-in fixtures-we are prepared to give you unequaled service and low prices on Quality Material.
LET US HELP YOU MAKE YOUR
DREAMS COME TRUE.

and All kind of hot weather conveniences.
We have just the kind of Wire Screening to protect
you from flies and mosquitoes.
np of

We invite you to come in and look over our entire stock.

KENTUCKY HARDWARE & IMPLEMENT Co

The Accusaticn
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FOOD LIKE YOU GET AT HOME
This is truly a home-like restaurant because
it has endeavored to break down the prejudice based op the theory that restaurants
could not serve food like you get at home.
Many patrons will testify that there is no difference between our meals and the meals
they get at home. That's the reason they
come here so frequently to eat.
Years of catering to the appetites of particular people make it possible for us to serve
appetizing meals.
The next time you want to eat away from
home, bring your family here.

:X6-14.-.;471(t,.44-1,,Ava,Y111
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RUCS SOILED?
1
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We Can Clean Them.

st

ii 61

I

.1,

Smith's Cafe

‘,1.

Clean rugs mean so much, these Spring days. It your rugs need Cleaning send
them to us and we will renew their fresh attractive colors.
We'll clean them thoroughly—positively clean, bring back all their original charm
and send them home in a perfect sanitary condition.
Take ads antage of our special prices. Rugs 3 cents per square foot. Sizing URI

Your rugs will be shampooed with pure neutral soap.
Call us when you start house cleaning. We will call for your rugs and promptly
. return them. You can not house-clean thoroughly without this service.
!
Your Curtains and 1)raperies ss ill be DRY CLEANED and given the Salltt
H
sIll ill, lite w.
rrompt attention.
'tint
request.

BIG DINNER EVERY DAY
cents
II.
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sr.

D.(14:..cycita.
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Patronize the advertisers in this paper. ,..„.
They are your friends and will give you
the best values and service.
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Cod Can Be Trusted
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J. J. Owen
Proprietor.
Fulton, Ky.
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Brieflets

Wil

Many a Hilton man who
boasted lie could rend a girl
like a hook has found out after marrying her that the bin.,
ing costs more than the texi

You can't
paint
a house
with

APPLESAUCE!
It takes fine old SWP
House Paint to give you
a rich, durable and my,rtionical finish on your
house. r'(:lieap- paint is
pl.!"Apple-alive.'I )(ten
it- clicap • licilsing finish
doesn't last a season.
mei a lit •'-ear
perioil.it cost- itt ii. three,
tor

lb

as

Mitre

as SW P, the finest
house /mint to be hail.
Ask its to explain
in detail

SHERWIN-W/101MS
1 1 t1

fOZ70/4

I

4•

That New
"Red Strand"
Fence
Five Reasons Why

It's the Ferice to Buy
,••tt•r,
(1) An estra
••I••• I
me et. • • • It 1.• ••
viva ti..) l•.•••• •••i•i•••• in at
It•il St ui S. lifted
Deal fence 2 to a titat.t
•
121

lit'.

nal grev-e wirea hot !mums
feta,
n ..1,••••11,ti

lout

till, is lies'r
titter i.a,uv I.
'rho

ftomw,,

knot a•II ti.••1•5•1, 10t
{,1111,11,1.•..I. It hull', 11110
taiy w‘ieS DI 8 111111

ill •Sl• ift is • mire, mole for
it ,••tIll Ii and .1.autral
•
fewer

eoar.

They el event
the (emu

sassing and keel,
aidd tnda.
th) NO ETTRA PRICE --you
takatitattuit iii
lit
(11111

1,1,1
Fthoolii

toxic&

Atte!'

A Los Angeles crowd scrambled to grab up it cigar butt
sed down by Coolidge. Cal\ in is getting mighty wasteful
in his old ago.
TOO SENTIMENTAI.
--Another thing that might
tkaro-t
Ytiitti Spoonhdi—Ah, thy
lighten the gloom of married NIks sloillitonertio, If I may-1 have
life is for them to develop a hin„. islied fur this ,,o ,-,l oppott ii
chicken big enough so father Di!). lin, i I:tetily dare trust III( visit
can get something besides the now to .peitli Ilie derfl .MI.101111- hilt.
neck when they have company. ill ,it.11.1. t 1"11. 3011 !-- 11 WI Pall. Y."'

Pert
S.11141.1 e
Ni,)
AYTKA

it

net
...I. A. (1 1111 CO.
tl

RediStrand
(top wire)

When i man is full of his
lvii importance it usually is a
.ign his head is plumb empty.
----Interest is what a fliaii takes
in a girl and then pays on
mortgages the rest of his life.

FOR

HER LOT

SUITS

The Fulton man who calls
his wife "honey" may he playing safe. Otherwise he might
say "Mary" lweasionally after
marrying Jane.
--Providence, It. L. has a streel
only 36 inches wide, yet we'll
bet 'hat doesn't keep a couple
of truck dri‘ers from arguing
oker the right-of-way.

A Moro Dry Cleaning With
Every Button, Snag and Rip
Corrected---

Jauk Dempsey says his return to the ring depends on his
:
condition. Wonder if lie Meant.
sit
physically or financially?

.x ota

roofte lilt 111,01 iii
y011

1111.11l lit;

your

or
With

..141(..bil.11

All for $1.00

I.')?

auntie
oll it this

porfeetly,

Young

A New York scientist says
kissing is dangerous. It is in storing.
Fulton if the girl isn't milling.

Phone

Who Would?
11- , ii1SZIPS
r
Sq
Yawl, it,.ttie motile It piteN,
or donut telin•-ittiondes
Vtli••'•1
Were tiny. tiny II,

FULTON
KY.

130

Too Late

"I :nil curry I o as not at the open
Clothing men say that the
"
lit your re•dititratit.
women buy 65 per cent of the
"Von natter ilie, sir."
men's attire, and we must ad'Yes. Ihe food may hare been fresh.
mit that a good bit of it looks er than it is today."—fluttutiel, iliiitilike it.

The reason there are fewer
marriages now is I inc anus, t here
are not very many men who
can support a girl like she's
been supporting herself.

Tried It on Sweetheart
Lady (ite.lrin ting new icoil) —When
ViSi I or 1.01111.4. yl.0 MIN( StInotmee
hint to me first.
Nlahl (the same everthia)—Please
ma'am. my sweetheart has come.

Our idea of the meanest husbands in Fulton are those who
won't make enough money to
give their wives a chance to
turn up their noses at their
neighbors.

A SURE THING

DYERS . •

i
I
REMARKABLE
VALUES!

The old fear of log business
is said to be passing,. What
most of us fear now is bigger
business.
TAKE A NEW HITCH
Without a single exception,
you'll find that the Fulton mail
who feels that the town's business is his business is a good
citizen. lie usually doesn't expect others to spend their timii
and money building Li, and
lirightening the community
'A lab. to sits back and slacks
ili'lillOWS that his
lii.
tin tile
neighbor's success is also his
success. and that criticizing or
condemning organizations that
are trying to be helpful is a
poor way of making progress
It ward the things desired. if
he feels like finding fault, he
usually finds fault with himself, and lets it go at that. And
we've observed that he seems
to live happier and to get more
out of life than the other kind
--of whom we still have a few
There's an ili I adage to the
effect that "It's never too late
to learn." And we are devoting this brief space to urge
those Who liaVell't yet learneii
I hat the town's business is their
business to pull up and take a
new hitch now, and not leave
the entire job of making it a
better community to the other
fellow.

Kentucky
Hardware &
Neat
Implement Co.
111,1oN. I‘ .

Nileti

-- 11,0111d

ttt,tii,I

N1111 it'

0-K's Standard
CLEANING
Service

It, -.lead of trying to patch V1
u.vat
iii, toner mind the
lit..5 S up an old quarrel sow folks shed! liotv's
111411”•\ ill
It know around Fulton would •••1.•-rt (1111 ,A !lel 12 are the vie ill it
rather wake a brand new one. depu-Itetl/

:kindlier reason why in
fail is because so many
girls never outgrow their faith
in Santa Claus.

SWP
• Iiii

Now--

f- lurno

Smith's Cafe
and Attractive Service
and Food the Best

It is a pleasure to go to this
cafe for a lunch or full meal.

dear

• Nly

Man.

It hal

y

would

sil:.:•4tisI ii, till) !nor,. hair MI my head."%Veil, sir, you toliOit try the ‘‘
maker next door."
Stone Deaf
at,tey' —1111a we often

see --

•111Irle)'S deaf, I fear
It frioquently
thaush
It tie% et seems to hear.
All

I cAll

Fur

Looking for the Majority
l'Are

you

not

stittietinies

uOttul

of

"
saying the %%lung thing?
-Not Oil MID II ,it I Utit'd lvi by," eon
thied Senator Sort:hunt. "opinion Is
not standardited and even when you
are wronie yoll hilt tillti a large number of people entliushistleally agreeing
%kit you."—Wasliingtoon Star.

Not a Rival
The Produrer- what do you think
of our chorus of "Sun Kissed

ou can't go anywhere and find
used cars that NN ill give the
service that ours vill for
the money we sell
them for.
We sell on easy terms and ‘vill take your old car in trade.

"
l'ettelie0
Alltlitir—That loot? The Still eat!
kiss 'etu most to death ulthout tusk
hog we jealous.

Fancy Stock
kii.t 1,,0 Mt, 8 hig
Wee for a hot dog sanditicht
The Purteyor—Tlit,e are thiorotielt
1
,
toasts. mister, front the tite

ht.!)e

the country, 1.1,.ense paid
on every one of 'mu
— --A Complete Alibi
'Ow Caplitn.-1 hear you arrested
Buffalo Mike and then let him go.
The l'ittroolnian--'1'hat's not so.
II s.iewet, me
bud the wrong nom ..e
conclusively that he witvIct from
lie'd
ju•I
come
frotu Troy.
Ituttkilo.
kennels In

Thoroughly laspoct•41
NeCIIIiiite—Art.n't you going
iin your new neighbors?

to
AdThe
Send
gift.
A nie'
iNo I ia.
Read the advertisements in
verth4er to a friend one year— this paper.
, all their tut ulture %%lieu they tuo.41 lo.
unly $1.00.
It r

RALPH PENN
Hudson-Essex Dealer
FULTON, I\A

-

f. •
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Fulton Advertiser Route 4, Fulton Ky.

R. S. WILLI i MS
(New Hope Ctininttinitv 1
Editor and Publisher
Published Weekly at 444 lAke St.
'yli:,, i
A i't ,,,t,I,., 1, I. re
,
Subtteription 91.00 pir year
cot tiring frtitit wiiirtcs reccit
_ ___ ti il ill .1 riiiiatt at acciticiit iti:it
Entered ae second class matter Salt:it'd:1y.
Nov. 25,
5, 1024, at the Post ilffice at
Airs. .1iinie Phillips, of \Vi ttFulton, Kentucky, under the Act of eo, i, f kiting Mr. .1. i'.. Phil
March 3, 1879.
lips :inti r:ilitily.
-------Airs. .I. .1.. Kendall and MO,
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GET READY - - IT WONT BE LONG NOW
COMING—ALL NEXT WEEK.
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"11"lil'illi4
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"MI th''
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iittirt
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III
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it!' .1 ,mil,
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Al AU: 16 to 21.
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on, suntia
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1.0,:7,1,1,ul.t !ii u.ititi extend boa
day front .11Iuany . N. 1_ tu;
\frau,: for liteulth. happine,
Make their home here. bur Ow
summer months.
"\A, Irai e ‘Vtti•kocsmet'
Mr. :hid Mrs. Booker t;t.a.
ham a nd ,ons, ,uf near l'illoul Ali ,. FPI: and Ails, dacutek at
Lao, uf :Mrs. Ittith Finch.
rule .;1.1.f. fillet, a chit ken can.
it Ali.. and Mrs. t ',. L. 'nine.
Oly J. 'I' \A.:01.'01-1 t
Ali,: El'it' eliiy tin will un- ning demonstration \\ :is pill
on. :11 old roosters ‘f ere sacdergo an operation for goiter
loressure cookers
Si'rveut.
111ings ale beginning. to :tt the Alayfield hospital some_
ff tu ra ased. 2:1 ladie • .
shape tip for the fair in good time next iteetk.
ii ti',
style. I am in receipt tuf a letMrs. John Everett. if ho h at at
.l'i t tli:' "-“Iit'
ter front Hon. .1,.tat t'lloper, been ill for several months, .is ot e nicken. 2 cans of
39 cans ud hroth at
t•(mgt.essota n ir0ot Tootlesst.e, some better tut prest`Ill.
Ititils ttl lat. 'Aliso: .1dt .., a.
and one from lion. \\'. \'. etreght 110111,' tit'Intill4l rat loll stiller (WY,(-011gil'i'S4 IlltIll front Ks.n.
1,,q,l• fit' \V e r.:I l's,ii iirss,t,.
, gm r,
tticky anti hittii itifitritictl tl1C
quite an interesting
talk im
they would again t h alitt„, a cup
.
i.a II li I lig ill gclieral.
She slug.
each to be tri\ en for the best
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g.i.sti,ii ow canning iiiiiii.„,,,t
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bird entered front their respite.- Saturday night at eight o•clock o‘idaitt,,,1 it,
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tive districts. The:tu cups \\ ill lea\ ing an infant. Iler death iti.,,,,,tit ,,tii„
.,,,,i tiii, talk ‘,,ry
be equal in \ aloe as those gilt.- 'vat a shock 1tt her friends and much. Ais,, Ili,. !lice, itilleii
en in former shoff.s.
1tv.',! lInt''• "nti
slit' ii ill l''' prepared by the ladies and
* * *
missed by the ii hole cturninum.,.i it t itt, tt,„,it hit", W t..
Now while we art on the ty,
\fish
to thank Airs. Ellis for
subject of the fair. let's get
Mr. Orion Burns and Mr. tiet. ,.,,„1„.t
.„i ii,„ ,v it i,.ii tit„th,
our heads together and see if N
Villit' l'ill."\‘'• t.i'ttliI„ Ih'ii."It • till- day
Put..sible.
we can have the, best show we :tre kisiting home foik:.
jiti‘e ".or had, I wfitild le,
Prot rat led meeting. will beM r. Bryan m cj.„,t,.1. !mil
.
yin liic sct•olitt Stilitlay in July
very much pleased if \it. can family spent Sunday \von
Alr. at Oak Hit,.
church. with Elelhave 1.000 birds entered. and Sant Davis. and children.
Al' 144,11,', If rillilln. 10
that :
i \\That I lim figuring on. I
110 the
Mr. :hid Mrs. Burley Phelps
ant expecting it large entry e• ere called hatne from Detroit preaching.
Mt
Mt.
i hilt meeting will befrom the -I-II club boys and on account of the death of
gin the third Sunday in July.
girls. besides another Itig en- Mrs. Richard AleLaster.
Mrs, Cute Pickle and littl
try from grown ups. 1 ant so
Mr. and Mr,
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1
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have two
show instead of one as hereto- John Mitchell and data:liter. l It es ilcrt..
NIr. Fred Ilion:as is co\atring,
fore.
Lucite. of Earlington. I:y.
* * *
Mr. :Led Mits. Cecil Ilenford In.' house.
Mr. \VIII McConnell has
Now as an added attraction, :Hid son. Larr y. spent Sunday
ti,,111.011 Hit, 1,:,1,1 1.1,1111, house
we are going to put on a tilt- \vith Ali. ;Ind Alrs..1. D. Dixon.
o move it to the
ono, w ill
bit show. While Nye won't
place
Mr• and Mr,. S. J. \Vanier
i
.
it. tiort:
his hints,: ri:cciitly burns
have any money to put out as and it'll .1' l''' lit
StilitittY wttli
1 tldi
I
t.tt.
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